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Allied Forces around
Caen routed!

Despite numerous setbacks, our Canadian allies launched their assault against
the airfield at Carpiquet, taking the
German defences by storm.

The big push for Caen broke down in the
face of a massive Axis counter-attack,
spearheaded by heavy tanks and endless
waves of SS fanatics.

Both sides are now racing to consolidate
their fragile front lines, and the sequence of attack and counter-attack will
begin once again.

Following the ignomonious rout at
Villers-Bocage, attempts to shore up the
frontline collapsed after another knockout punch from Wittman’s Tigers.

Hopefully the allies can break the deadlock and begin the big push for Paris.
Keep at it, boys!

The worst storm in 40 years wrecked
one of the priceless Mulberry harbours
and the build-up of troops slowed to a
crawl.
Our brave boys are caught between a
rock and a hard place - trapped between
the advancing Hun and the tumultuous
sea!

GERMAN SNIPERS FLYING BOMBS KILL THOUSANDS
STALK HEDGEROWS
This troubling new weapon has
killed thousands across London
and the South East.

With the arrival of SS fanatics from the Russian front, a new peril prowls the Norman
countryside in search of prey. Armed with a
big bore rifle and telescopic sights, the sniper is a habitual killer, capable of taking his
quarry at 1000 yards.
These German marksmen learned their
trade in the killing grounds of Stalingrad
and Leningrad, sometimes using explosive
rounds to devastating effect.
American correspondent Ernie Pyle had this
to say; “There are snipers everywhere. There
are snipers in trees, in buildings, in piles
of wreckage, in the grass. But mainly they
are in the high, bushy hedgerows that form
the fences of all the Norman fields and line
every roadside and lane.”
Keep your heads down boys!

Directed by a primitive gyroscope and packed with 2000lb of
high explosive, these devastating weapons are being launched
from bases deep in occupied
France.
These buzzbombs are proving
difficult for our anti-aircraft
gunners to shoot down.

War Office figures show that
gunners are expending 2,500
shells for each flying bomb shot
down.
New electronic gun layers are
arriving from America, but
will it be in time to stop the
slaughter?
For now, our plucky pilots
are our first line of defence
against this new threat!

Wartime Mock Banana

Mrs E Carlysle’s Recipe for Making Do

Ingredients:
Method:
• 1 medium parsnip
* Peel and chop up the pars• 3 teaspoons of caster sugar per
nip and then boil until
parsnip
soft.
• 3 drops of banana essence
* Drain and mix in the
caster sugar and banana
essence
* Mash until fairly smooth
* Cool down
* Spread on bread to make
sandwiches!

Around the Country
Cornish dig reveals Roman mine - Page 2
Hampshire man killed by
train - Page 3
Bombing postpones Essex
cricket win - Page 7
War hero pensioner
stabbed in home - Page 10

No proposition Euclid
wrote,
No formulae the textbooks know,
Will turn the bullet from
your coat,

